[Qualitative analysis of a mathematical model of a open enzyme reaction].
A general case of the set of two differential equations, describing an open reaction v1 leads to S v reversible E P v2 leads to, has been considered. The requirements to the character of the functions v1([S]), v2([P]) and v([S], [P]) were formulated for the case of existence and absence of alternative steady states and sustained oscillations. The formulae were derived to determine the slope of the unstable portion of the quasi-steady state characteristic. The generalized model of Monod, Wyman and Changeux has been considered as an example of v([S], [P]). It has been shown that with monotonically decreasing v1 and monotonically increasing v2, the alternative steady states and oscillations are possible only in the presence of substrate inhibition or product activation. However, under the joint action of substrate inhibition and product activation, the system will exhibit bistability rather than an oscillatory behavior. In the case of an irreversible two-substrate reaction which can be described by a similar mathematical model, inhibition by the first and second substrate is equivalent to substrate inhibition and product activation.